
Hotlist Insight

Lucy Upward picks the most inspiring and 
intriguing textile creations of the moment

Hotlist ◀ Belt-up for design

Berlin-based company Samimi sells carpets 
cleverly crafted out of recycled safety belts, 
which are made in Istanbul. The rugs were  
on display at Utensil, a shop in Cologne, as 
part of Passagen – the city’s interior design 
week in January. Interestingly each carpet 
is sold by the kilo, in the same manner as the 
upcycled material is bought at the source.
www.samimi-istanbul.com

▶ Razor-sharp wit

Super-stylish rug brand cc-tapis has come up with another 
outstanding collection for 2016. In January, the Milan-based 
firm showed it off at imm Cologne and Maison et Objet in Paris. 
It was hard to pick one single favourite but Razor stood out for its 
dynamic colour and design, which look very Memphis.
www.cc-tapis.com

▲ Against the grid 

The starting point of the new Ottoman sofa (above) by 
Scholten & Baijings was the fabric Blocks and Grid, which 
the design studio created for Maharam back in 2014. The 
Ottoman Empire was another source of inspiration for the 
shape of the sofa, which is soft and rounded against the 
geometric grids of the material. 
www.scholtenbaijings.com

◀ An architectural curve

In winter 2015 the LA branch of Christopher Farr held 
an exhibition of new rugs by architectural designer 
Michael Boyd at the Joel Chen showroom in Los Angeles.  
Seafoam Curve (left) is one of the four new elegant 
rug designs, which feature a colour against a neutral 
background in a shape that hints at the form of a letter 
creating a simple yet intriguing effect.
www.christopherfarr.com

◀ Taking liberties

Kit Miles is currently a name on everyone’s lips in the 
design world. After an MA in textile design at the Royal 
College of Art the designer formed his own studio in 
London, and in February this year luxury London store 
Liberty took on an exclusive edit of Miles’ cushions.  
The sumptuous designs include Kubrick (left), a dynamic 
pattern printed on a silk and cotton fabric.
www.kitmiles.co.uk

▲ Fabricated

Jean Paul Gaultier’s fourth fabric collection for the 
Paris-based fabric house Lelievre was revealed at the 
company’s showrooms during Paris Déco Off 2016  
(21-25 January). One of the seven new designs is 
Oxydation (above), a faux-suede material that – in 
contrast to its soft feel – has the appearance of 
oxidised metal. The new collection is entitled Nature 
et Decouverte and comprises a range of patterns, from 
checks and grids to florals and marble print. 
www.lelievre.eu
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